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55%
of organizations name data silos 
and data management difficulties 
as the biggest challenges to 
data and analytics strategies.1

Teaching and Learning

Academic Research

School and Student Success

Intelligent, Secure, and Connected 
Environments

80%
say their organizations are 
struggling to become mature users 
of data and analytics. 4

47%
say their institution can’t
cost-effectively scale its 
internal IT systems for expanded 
use of data and analytics. 2

88%
report a greater urgency to 
invest in big data and AI. 3

1) Harvard Business Review Analytics Survey, 2019
2) Harvard Business Review Analytics Survey, 2019
3) Harvard Business Review Analytics Survey, 2019
4) NewVantage Partners’ 2019 Big Data and AI Executive Survey

Data has the 
Potential to 
transform 

every area of the 
organization

1-3) IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Education 2021 Top10 Predictions

By 2022

40%
of educators will undergo digital 
skills training to foster better 
student engagement, knowledge 
acquisition and learning 
retention. 1

Teaching and Learning

Intelligent, Secure, and Connected 
Environments

In 2021

50%
of educational institutions will 
adopt technologies for capacity 
planning, contact tracing, and 
physical safety to manage 
COVID-19 and other hazards. 3

School and Student Success

By 2023

15%
of K-12s and 30% of higher 
education will establish 
personalized wellbeing and 
counselling digital services. 2

41%
Providers say data and analytics 
challenges is preventing them 
from succeeding in value-based 
care models

Academic Medical Centers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the trends driving transformation in your industry?I want to thank you for this time you’re giving us to talk with you about how Microsoft can help your organization transform leveraging the power of your data. Data is now the key strategic asset whether we’re talking about business, healthcare, or education. Everything that’s happening in the world around us - is producing incredibly rich data that can help us create new experiences, new efficiencies, new models and even new inventions. Leveraging this data can be the differentiator for your students, classroom, school, and district.  While data is pervasive, actionable intelligence from data is elusive. Organizations that can effectively take advantage of the exponential growth in data are going to be in a unique position. Examples of this for educational institutions include:  Teaching and Learning: According to IDC, by 2022 40% of educators will undergo digital skills training to foster better student engagement, knowledge acquisition and learning retention.School and Student Success: By 2023, IDC predicts 15% of K-12s and 30% of higher education will establish personalized digital services for wellbeing and counselling. What insights do you wish you had today? Which outcomes are you and your organization focused on? <These questions are for discovery and opportunity qualification.>The reality is more challenging. according to research conducted by Forbes in 2019 a staggering ~70% of organizations fail with large-scale transformation efforts.The most successful strategies are anchored in an organizations ability to move fast, learn and evolve quickly, while driving incremental value and business results. The organizations with NO Strategy are going to be left to wrestle with the cost, complexity, risk associated with pulling together disparate proprietary solutions. The negative impact is realized in: Untapped potential for teaching and learning experiences.Educators and staff make decisions based on inaccurate or incomplete informationInnovation is slowed How would you rate or speak to your organization’s data strategy and digital maturity? 

https://clouddamcdnprodep.azureedge.net/gdc/gdc6hMYUV/original
https://clouddamcdnprodep.azureedge.net/gdc/gdc6hMYUV/original
https://clouddamcdnprodep.azureedge.net/gdc/gdc6hMYUV/original
https://hbr.org/2019/02/companies-are-failing-in-their-efforts-to-become-data-driven
https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=AP46009220
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From Data to Decisions & Actions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data is now the key strategic asset whether we’re talking about business, healthcare, or education. Everything that’s happening in the world around us - is producing incredibly rich data that can help us create new experiences, new efficiencies, new models and even new inventions. Leveraging this data can be the differentiator for your students, classroom, school, and district.  While data is pervasive, actionable intelligence from data is elusive. The educators that I’ve been working with want to transform data to intelligent action and reinvent their education processes. In the past, this has not been easy.To do this, these educators need to be able to effectively and quickly analyze their data – so they can move from seeing “what happened” and understanding “why it happened” to predicting “what will happen” and ultimately, knowing “what should I do”.  Doing so will allow them to become an even more intelligent and effective educator. 
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Slide Objective: Highlight the unique features that make Power BI a market-leading Modern BI platform. Power BI has in its DNA the goal of enabling everybody to experience their data any way, anywhere—in seconds and at global scale.  Power BI offers a set of capabilities that are uniquely enabled by its global and cloud nature:  The ability to harness data from Excel spreadsheets, on-premises data sources through the data gateway, big data, streaming data, and cloud services. It doesn’t matter what type of data you want or where it lives, Power BI allows you to connect to hundreds of data sources.Out-of-the box SaaS content packs that deliver a curated experience with pre-built dashboards to get you up and running quickly. We have hundreds of ISVs building content packs to cater to the needs of millions of Power BI users. Unmatched, unique ways for users to experience their data with speed and agility:Live dashboards that maintain a real-time pulse on the business and provide critical insights.Natural language query that enables users to simply and intuitively ask questions of their data, including through Cortana.Custom visuals that bring data to life and surface intelligence hidden in the sea of data, with our community leveraging the Power BI visualization stack to create new ways to visualize data in a way that makes more sense. (Now available in the Office store.)Integration of Power BI with the Microsoft stack. Power BI is part of larger ecosystem that integrates with services like Microsoft Teams, Office 365, and Dynamics 365. These services are aware of Power BI, are wired to Power BI, and enable you to use Power BI in the context of your work. Anywhere access to insights. Whether in the office or on-the-go, Power BI provides anywhere access to insights with dashboards accessible via the desktop, on the web, or across mobile devices. Inside Excel, embedded—we have hundreds of ISVs embedding Power BI in their offerings.



Azure AI

AI Portfolio

Power Platform

Bot Service Cognitive Search Content Moderator Form Recognizer Video Indexer Metrics Advisor Immersive Reader 

Vision Speech Language Decision
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Azure AI is a set of AI services that are built upon Azure and deeply integrated with Azure’s Data, App Development, Compute services and tools.With Azure Machine Learning, we provide developers data scientists and developers to build, train and deploy models. AML is the only cloud ML service that enables developers of all skill levels to build ML models – from a code first experience, to drag & drop, to automated machine learning where developers are not required to have any ML knowledge. No matter how models are built, they are stored and managed in a central registry.AML also provides advanced MLOPs capabilities with built-in integration with Azure DevOps. This enables developers to achieve model reproducibility, model validation, model deployment and model retraining capabilities. Finally, AML is built on an open source foundation. Developers can choose the Python tool and process of their choice and even get started on their laptops. They have the freedom to use Mlflow if they’d like and take advantage of the ONNX Runtime to optimize inferencing on multiple HW targets.Customizable Vision, Speech, Language & Decision Models:Built with Azure Machine Learning, we also offer developers the most comprehensive set of domain-specific pre-trained models – 30 across Vision, Speech, Language and Decision making – which are all based on our breakthrough research. Not only does Azure AI have the most number of pre-trained models, we are the only ones that can enable deployment anywhere – on-premises, on the edge and even other clouds through the use of containers. Scenario Specific ServicesFinally, we offer AI applications specific services for professional developers.Azure Bot Service is built on Azure Bot Framework, the most popular open source based bot framework. This includes Azure Search is the only cloud app search service with built-in AI capabilities. This facilitates the creation of knowledge mining apps.Form recognizer has been designed to work on specific types of documents – forms. It extracts key value pairs from forms, thereby automating data entry tasks. Form recognizer is used by leading RPA providers as part of their solutions.Finally, we have Video Indexer. Video Indexer that is used to extract in-depth metadata from video and audio content. Another aspect that makes us unique is our Power Platform, which is built on top of Azure AI and empowers citizen developers like business users and analysts, through low-code, point-and-click experiences.Azure AI powers AI Builder, which serves AI capabilities to the rest of Power Platform. Citizen Developers can use Power Platform to:Build custom AI applications that can predict customer churn, automatically route customer requests, and simplify inventory management through advanced image processing with PowerApps.Automate tedious tasks such as invoice processing with Microsoft Automate.Extract key phrases in documents, detect sentiment in content such as customer reviews, and build custom machine learning models in Power BI.Build virtual agents in a no-code fashion.Power Platform and Azure work well together. This enables companies to empower everyone in their organizations collaborate and build AI applications. Only Microsoft provides such a comprehensive set of capabilities for professional and citizen developer to harness the potential of AI1P: M365, D365, Power Platform, LinkedIn, Bing3P: ISV, SI, customer implementationBharat: add something about how we integrate with the Azure data platform in talk track



What sets us apart?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are in the category of oneReimagine Education ExperiencesFoster Student SuccessEmpower EducatorsSecure and Connect Educational EnvironmentsUnlock Research Innovation…And as you would expect, Azure’s data services are deeply integrated with services across the Microsoft Cloud.Common Data Model: Azure services widely support the Common Data Model. A set of standardized, extensible data schema inheriting from Microsoft's long heritage of business applications and continuously updated to support the evolving operational data needs of an organization.Power Platform: with the Power Platform, you can author rich Power BI reports directly in Synapse Analytics as well as extend access to a variety of data sources on Power Apps by using out-of-the-box connectors like the one to Azure SQL.D365: To enable data-driven transformation through your line of business applications, easily connect Azure data sources with prebuilt connectors to Dynamics 365 Customer Data Platform and create a 360 degrees customer view for deep audience insights. Common Data Service: CDS helps give low-code and code-first developers easy access to data and insights generated from Azure services by providing a secure and structured data storage that's deeply integrated with the Power Platform. 



February 2021

*Gartner “Magic Quadrant for Analytics and Business Intelligence Platforms,” by Cindi Howson, Rita L. Sallam, James Laurence Richardson, Joao Tapadinhas, Carlie J. Idoine, Alys Woodward, February 2021
The above graphics were published by Gartner, Inc. as part of a larger research document and should be evaluated in the context of the entire document. The Gartner document is available upon request from Microsoft. Gartner does not endorse any 
vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner's research 
organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 



Customer Case Studies



94.4% 94.1% 94.6%
96.1%

80%

85%

90%

95%

100%

2017 2018 2019 2020

Graduation Rate

• Data and insights are shared with teachers, school administrators, and district staff via 
automatically updated reports and data models

• Machine learning used to identify students that are at risk of not graduating on time
• 96.14% graduation rate in 2020 is highest in district history
• All high schools increased their percentage of graduates from 2019 to 2020
• South Forsyth High had highest graduation for high schools graduating more than 300 

students and Lambert High School had highest graduation for high schools graduating 
over 550 students in Georgia

Forsyth County Schools graduated 96.14% of high school students, 
the highest graduation rate among metro Atlanta and large school 
districts in state



Innovative, accessible student experiences
Rochester Institute of Technology is developing a custom automatic speech recognition solution 
to make the world more accessible and inclusive for all students

Better-informed decision making, increased efficiency
Fordham University is empowering more decision makers with easy-to-use data analytics, 
increasing staff efficiency, and reducing BI costs by 200 percent

Optimizing the student experience using data
The University of South Florida is using data to identify individual student needs and help 
them communicate in a more effective and efficient way with their advisors and professors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I wanted to share a few examples where we’ve worked with leading higher education institutions to enable their transformation. The University of South Florida is using data to identify individual student needs and help �them communicate in a more effective and efficient way with their advisors and professorsFordham University is empowering more decision makers with easy-to-use data analytics, increasing staff efficiency, and reducing BI costs by 200 percentRochester Institute of Technology is developing a custom automatic speech recognition solution to make the world more accessible and inclusive for all studentsThese are end to end scenarios where Microsoft was uniquely positioned to help accelerate our customer’s efforts. Source:University of South Floridahttps://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/788301-usf-d365-powerbi-education-usa-enFordham University https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/fordham-universityRochester Institute of Technologyhttps://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/rit-higher-education-cognitive-services



Department of
Education

Data Lake Initiative

15



The purpose of this effort is to 
collect, organize, and analyze data 
on remote learning at a school, 
teacher, and student levels across 
multiple platforms and activities 
to monitor, track, and report on 
remote/blended learning across 
all schools in the New York City.

Data Lake

16
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Core 
Features & 
Functions 

• Ingest data from all learning tools and DOE enterprise systems

• Support all data formats

• Access to system-wide data across all platforms, resources, school 
types

• Ability to connect any additional data sources to central database

• Supplemental learning resources by grade level

• Access to individual-level data, in order to create aggregates and cuts 
as needed (including by school, by demographics, etc.)



Challenges

• Data gathering at scale
• 1.5M Students
• 150K Staff
• 1800+ Schools

• Clean and structure data to facilitate reporting daily
• Data Silos
• Identity mapping
• Time spent on platform, course, materials, in-person learning 

activities
• Continue to build on the remote learning data with measures of 

quality of instruction
• Use system-level data to report to external stakeholders, inform DOE-

wide decisions, and track remote learning citywide

18
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Design



Azure 
Resources

• Azure Data Factory
• Data Ingestion pipelines, primarily used as ELT

• Azure Data Lake Gen 2
• Store data after ingestion
• Conversation to unified format

• Azure Function App
• Call API from different vendors
• Listener for webhooks

• SQL Server Database
• Store Configurations and help in automation

• Azure Synapse
• Data Processing
• Facts and dimension destination

• Power BI
• Visualization

20
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Visualization
Our updates to the support experience began 
by creating an easy access to support portal 
that is essential for our students and parents. 

By integrating internal data to rapidly assist 
students, teachers, staff and their guardian, we 
were able to find ways to address issues at an 
expediated rate. 

Our goal is to remove any roadblocks in the 
way of education in order to create a 
community environment that allows students to 
learn unimpeded. 



Pathways to Transformation



Hindsight Insight Foresight
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Difficulty

What happened?
Descriptive Analysis

Why did it happen?
Diagnostic Analysis

What will happen?
Predictive Analysis

How can we make it happen?
Prescriptive Analysis

AnalyticsBI



Pathways to transformation
On a journey yet to start or one well underway, it begins with a 
conversation that suits your agency

WHY TRANSFORM? WHAT KIND OF TRANSFORMATION DISCUSSION? HOW TO TRANSFORM?

Legacy 
technologies

Culture 
shocks

Cost  
pressures

Business challenges

Business opportunities

Mergers and 
acquisitions

New 
technologies

New markets 
and motions

Transform through specific business scenariosA

Secure and 
Connect all Data

Empower 
Educators

Foster Student 
Success

Reimagine 
Education 
Experience

B Transform through specific technology areas

Intelligent Cloud Modern Workplace Business Applications

Define transformation 
ambition and engage

Partner with 
Microsoft BUILD 

SOLUTIONS

BUILD DIGITAL 
CAPABILITIES

PROVIDE 
SUPPORT

CREATE 
VISION

DESIGN 
JOURNEY
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Presentation Notes
SPEAKER GUIDANCE: This slide builds out in eight clicks; it is also followed with greater detail on discussions (A) and (B) with the next slide. Try to let this unfold piece by piece, speaking to each part as you go, so the audience has time to absorb what’s on screen.Talk TrackNow, let’s turn to a discussion of the basic pathways you can take in a transformation journey you are either about to embark on or in one you’ve already started.This is a point we’d especially like to make clear: we know that many of our customers by now have already accumulated abundant experience in their own digital transformation journeys. It’s increasingly rare that organizations like yours have not had one or more major initiatives aimed at transforming the business, whether it be in the ways you work, the patient experiences you enable, the systems you’ve been optimizing for greater efficiency, or the product or service portfolios you’ve been keen to overhaul. Regardless of where you are on the journey, the immediate objective is to get to a common understanding of what motivates you—what the perceived need is—and then figure out how to frame the discussion that carries us forward together.<click 1>With this context in mind, let’s come back around to the reasons why we’re having this conversation today about transformation and what it is that drives the need to transform.To this point, we’ve covered in both broad and specific terms the rationale for transformation, which is a combination of both the business challenges <click 2> that need to be addressed—such as a shock to the system, such as we are currently experiencing with Covid—as well as the opportunities <click 3> that may present themselves, whether by dint of technology innovations or other factors.<click 4>Then the question is: what kind of discussion do you wish to have about transformation, given where your organization is today and where you think you want to go. With our customers worldwide, we’ve found that the discussion can take shape in two fundamental ways.<click 5> We can have a discussion focused on one or more of the business scenarios we touched on earlier, whether you wish to empower employees, engage patients, etc. <click 6> We can also have a discussion focused on particular technology areas, which we’ve here broken down into three: intelligent cloud (by which we mean the cloud and cloud-enabled services such as AI, ML and so forth), modern work (productivity and collaboration capabilities), and business applications. Whichever direction you want to go, we come together in partnership <click 7> and define or refine the transformation ambition, that then leads to a program of change, for which we have a defined approach (more on that in a bit). <click 8>



HORIZONS-BASED 
TRANSFORMATION 
The horizons-based 
framework provides a 
structure for organizations to 
assess potential opportunities 
for growth without neglecting 
performance in the present.

All horizons map to the north 
star—which represents the 
vision for the organization’s 
future relevance.

V
A

LU
E Phase 5

Phase 4

Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase 1

North star 
‘vision’

HORIZON 1 HORIZON 2 HORIZON 3 

T I M E

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To avoid declining growth as they mature and innovation gives way to inertia, organizations must attend to existing business while still considering areas they can grow in the future. The three horizons framework provides a structure for companies to assess potential opportunities for growth without neglecting performance in the present. It defines three horizons, from H1 (closest) to H3 (farthest), each with its specific considerations and points of focus.<click>We begin with the north star vision, which is an articulation of the relevance of the company in the future. It articulates why it has purpose and why customers need and want their offerings.<click>From there, we work back to define the different capabilities and corresponding initiatives, mapped to each horizon:Horizon 3 describes transformational changes that will propel the company into new markets, new mindsets, new business models and entirely new experiences. It is focused on leap frogging incumbents and drive significant revenue opportunity.Horizon 2: Doing what you do today differently. It includes innovations that build on commodity technology and modernized applications, maintaining or even enhancing market position. Horizon 1 describes the goal of doing current business better. It is focused on business optimization and is relatively standard in its execution.<click>These horizon-based initiatives are not randomly plotted, nor are they sequential—in other words, the initiatives for the three horizons can overlap in effectively simultaneous work streams. What’s more, they also interconnect, such that an H1 initiative can serve to enable H2 or H3 capabilities; similarly, H3 capabilities potentially influence H2 capabilities—it’s all a function of when they fall on the overall roadmap and how they need to integrate for the sake of achieving the north star vision. Thus, the pathways and interdependencies leading to the north star are potentially multiple.<click>Lastly, these initiatives can be grouped in cross-horizon phases, as you see laid out here conceptually. We don’t escape a sequential process entirely, after all, but the essential thing is to understand that the horizons themselves are not fundamentally sequential—they are, rather, interleaved, differing in terms of how far-sighted the outcomes are for each.



Ensuring technical training & certification is
convenient, affordable, and effective

Focusing on a digital-first training experience

Building skills to drive digital transformation

Microsoft Enterprise Skills Initiative
Azure Skilling Skilling Components

Microsoft Learn Digital Skilling (No Cost)
Free online self-paced training

Microsoft Virtual Training Days (No Cost)
Open Enrollment digital events to learn 
Fundamentals 

100 Microsoft Exam Certifications (No Cost)
Certifications to validate knowledge

Digitally Enhanced Instructor-led Training***
(No Cost)
Open Enrollment training by Microsoft Trainers & 
Partners

Exam Preparation (No Cost)
Open Enrollment online certification exam prep 
sessions

20 Discounted Class Seats w/Learning 
Partner ** ($250 to $500 per seat in US)
Azure role-based training through Learning Partners

Providing technical skills development through a 
digitally enhanced training and certification 
experience

* Microsoft reserves the rights to modify the program terms, conditions and policies as company strategy requires.
Companies will be notified if changes are made to these terms & conditions. 

** Discounted Class Seats are valid for 150 days upon offer acceptance in CxP.
*** Access to Advanced Role-Based Training becomes available after the use of all 20 Discounted Class

Seats with the Learning Partner of choice.



Next steps

Learn more about our vision for digital 
transformation at microsoft.com/education

Schedule an envisioning workshop to identify 
top decision support modernization priorities to 
transform

Our perspectives in blogs, videos and articles

Customer stories

Events and webcasts

Social channels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re turning dreams into digital businesses. Are you ready to claim your future?Call to action - Conduct ENVISIONING WORKSHOP to challenge your status quo by imagining the art of the possible by igniting new or accelerating existing initiatives. Resulting in a shared vision, roadmap, customer journeys and a series of micro-revolutions that help maintain leadership, advance innovation and accelerate growth.PRESENTER GUIDANCE: refer to the appendix for additional slides on types of workshops



Q&A
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Thank you
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